Preservation of articular cartilage is essential for appropriate health and function of the knee. Chondral lesions have therefore been identified as a common cause of knee pain and morbidity. For many years, the microfracture technique has offered a simple and minimally invasive procedure for treatment of isolated articular cartilage lesions. Identifying patients who are appropriate for microfracture is difficult and requires careful selection. Younger patients (<35 years of age) with smaller lesions (<2 cm²) who are non-obese have demonstrated the greatest improvement following microfracture, especially in the short-term (<24 months). However, long-term outcomes are less promising and advanced cartilage restoration techniques such as osteochondral grafting or chondrocyte implantation have been developed. As a result, the focus of current research is centered on comparing microfracture to these more novel techniques to determine which procedure(s) offer superior long-term results. Ultimately, the orthopedist’s goal has not changed since originally implementing the microfracture procedure: to provide patients with full-thickness isolated chondral defects the best available treatment for long-term preservation of knee function and biomechanics.
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**Introduction**

Articular cartilage functions to minimize friction, distribute compressive loads, and maintain proper function of diarthrodial joints throughout full range of motion. As a result, degeneration of articular cartilage is one of the most common causes of knee osteoarthritis, pain, and disability among middle-aged and older individuals [1]. The molecular architecture of articular cartilage is complex and essential for its purpose. Chondrocytes, the main cell type, function to produce and maintain the extracellular matrix and its components. The extracellular matrix is heterogeneous and largely composed of sulfated proteoglycans, type II collagen (hyaline cartilage), and water (> 80% of the matrix molecular weight) [2]. Proteoglycans are hydrophilic and serve the critical role of attracting water into the matrix, which due to its incompressible nature, increases the tensile strength and load-bearing abilities of articular cartilage. Additionally, Type II collagen offers tensile strength to further protect the articular cartilage and subchondral bone from both compressive and shear forces. Each of these individual components contribute to the complex structure of articular cartilage, which functions to cushion contact surfaces and transmit articular loads with a low frictional coefficient [2].

While this complex morphology facilitates excellent joint function when healthy, it also impairs its regenerative potential and creates a challenge for restoration of damaged articular cartilage [3]. Articular cartilage is avascular and chondrocytes are able to receive nutrients and oxygen through diffusion. However, chondrocytes compose around 5% of mature joint cartilage and do not come into contact with neighboring cells, which renders them incapable of intrinsic repair when articular cartilage is damaged [4, 5]. This understanding is imperative as chondral lesions have been reported in greater than 60% of patients undergoing knee arthroscopy, and when symptomatic, may cause significant knee pain and greatly increased risk for the development of osteoarthritis [6, 7].

The formation of fibrocartilage in repair of articular cartilage defects has been well documented, going back as early as the 1850s [8]. In 1959, Pridie published a surgical technique identifying fibrocartilage formation over chondral defects following drilling into sclerotic subchondral bone [9]. In the 1990s this procedure was modified to the more current microfracture technique; a minimally invasive, simple and cost-effective approach employing microperforations of subchondral bone to promote fibrocartilage resurfacing through angiogenesis and mesenchymal stem-cell migration [10, 11, 12, 13]. Microfracture has been the most frequently utilized surgical technique for cartilage restoration ever since. However, although fibrocartilage offers similar properties as native hyaline cartilage, it has major limitations. Fibrocartilage repair fails to reproduce the normal architecture.
of articular cartilage and has inferior biomechanical properties, which are less robust to stress placed on the knee joint and result in the inability to sustain suitable long-term function [3, 14].

**Indications**

Identifying patients who are suitable candidates for microfracture treatment of chondral defects in the knee can be challenging. Originally, the microfracture technique was designed with the purpose of treating full-thickness chondral defects in the weightbearing areas between the femur and tibia or contact areas between the trochlear groove and patella. It was also thought to be a treatment option for both unstable cartilage lesions overlying subchondral bone and degenerative joint disease in the properly aligned knee [12, 13, 15, 16]. However, over the past 30 years as microfracture literature has developed, indications for patient selection have narrowed. Multiple factors such as anatomic location, radiographic evidence of instability, lesion size, patient age, and activity level should all be considered. Although the physical exam may differentiate anatomic location as either condylar or patellofemoral, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is required to pinpoint both anatomic location and lesion size. Lesion size is best estimated on MRI by identifying the largest lesion diameter between two orthogonal planes (coronal, sagittal, or axial). Younger patients (<40 years old) with a high level of knee demand should be distinguished from older patients (40-50 years old) with a lower level of knee demand. Small lesions (<2-3 cm2) in both younger, active patients and older, more sedentary patients may be candidates for treatment with microfracture. Additionally, larger lesions (>2.5-3 cm2) in older, low knee demand patients may benefit from microfracture [17, 18, 19]. Ultimately, the ideal model indication for microfracture treatment is a small, full-thickness chondral lesion in a young patient who is less than one year from initial injury [20].

A 2014 systematic review of 27 studies by Behery et al.[21] reported lesion size, location, sex, body mass index (BMI), knee alignment, and patient demand to have significant correlation with clinical outcomes following microfracture. Current research recommends microfracture as better suited for smaller lesions, although the specific size range is not exactly defined. Large lesions >4 cm2 have clearly demonstrated worse outcomes following microfracture when compared to other techniques [22]. Additionally, studies have shown significantly improved patient outcomes, including return to sport, in those with smaller lesions <2 cm2 [23, 24]. However, current literature is less clear for outcomes following microfracture for intermediate sized lesions, 2-4 cm2. This is most likely due to additional factors such as lesion size relative to the size of the femoral condyles, lesion location, and the local mechanical environment [25].

Furthermore, the orthopedic provider must identify and treat underlying limb malalignment or concomitant knee pathology prior to addressing the chondral defect. Meniscus pathology should be treated with repair or transplantation. Ligament instability should be reconstructed to reduce the risk of future injury to both native and restored articular cartilage. Axial malalignment requires a varus- or valgus-producing osteotomy to avoid overloading the diseased chondral surface following repair. Furthermore, in cases of patellofemoral lesions, patellar instability, tilt, and malalignment should be evaluated and addressed [20]. Additional relative contraindications to microfracture may include older age, trauma, systemic cartilage conditions, neoplastic disorders, underlying avascular necrosis, and diffuse joint degeneration [12].

**Surgical Technique**

As previously mentioned, the standard microfracture technique was developed by Steadman and his colleagues as a surgical treatment for full-thickness cartilage lesions. The technique has since been extensively described as the technical simplicity and minimally invasive approach have made microfracture a commonly utilized treatment option [11, 12, 13, 26]. Diagnostic arthroscopy is performed to begin the procedure for detailed evaluation of the articular cartilage and identification of concomitant intraarticular pathology (such as meniscus or ligamentous insufficiency) which require treatment prior to addressing the chondral lesion. Once the full-thickness articular cartilage defect has been identified, unstable cartilage surrounding the lesion is debrided to stable peripheral margins utilizing a ring curette or arthroscopic shaver. Next, the calcified cartilage layer located between the subchondral bone and deep cartilage is carefully removed. Complete removal of the calcified cartilage has demonstrated to further improve the quality of tissue repair and is a critical step [27]. The surgeon must avoid excessive debridement of the subchondral bone plate, which could later result in osseous overgrowth or subchondral collapse. Utilizing an instrument that allows manual tactile feedback, such as a curette, may assist in differentiating the calcified cartilage from hard subchondral bone (Figure 1) [4]. Following removal of the calcified cartilage layer, microperforation of the subchondral bone is performed with...
arthroscopic awls or other commercially available pick instruments. The microfracture holes should be drilled homogenously, beginning at the periphery of the defect before moving towards the center. The holes are to be 1-2 mm in diameter and made perpendicular to the subchondral bone at a depth of 3-4 mm. The microfracture holes should be 3-4 mm apart to ensure adequate bone bridges for protection of the subchondral bone plate (Figure 2). After microfracture, the inflow is turned off in order to visually confirm adequate penetration via the influx of blood and marrow products (Figure 3). The released blood and marrow elements facilitate formation of a clot, all of which is necessary for stimulation of mesenchymal stem cells and proper formation of repair tissue [3].

Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation is an important post-procedural component that must be performed both appropriately and effectively for best results. The goal of rehabilitation after microfracture is to support mesenchymal stem cell differentiation and formation of fibrocartilage repair tissue by optimizing the surrounding physical environment [16, 28]. Prior to undergoing surgery, each patient must understand that strict adherence to their rehabilitation program is critical for regaining proper functional use of the knee. Rehabilitation programs for microfracture are well documented and factors such as lesion size and location should be considered when structuring a program. Additionally, the rehabilitation program must be properly modified if concomitant knee injury is present. The two protocols outlined below have been created based upon location of the chondral lesion [11, 12, 15, 16, 26, 28].

Femoral Condylar Lesions:
Continuous passive motion (CPM) is most commonly started immediately after the procedure due to the role it may play in facilitating increased healing of articular cartilage lesions [15, 28, 29]. The CPM machine settings should initially range from 0-70 degrees at a rate of 1 cycle per minute. CPM is performed for 6-8 hours a day 6-8 weeks following surgery, and the range of motion (ROM) may be increased by 10-20 degrees until full ROM is accomplished [15]. At 6-8 weeks, depending upon the size of the lesion, crunch-assisted partial weight bearing is permitted. Swelling and pain can be reduced with a local ice pack application in the first week post-op. Patellar mobility exercises and straight leg raises for quadriceps strength should also be started immediately post-op [3]. The senior author utilizes an antigravity treadmill to improve patient gait mechanisms while minimizing weight bearing. As an alternative, patients may utilize a stationary bike between weeks 1-4 and deep water running at weeks 2-4 to minimize weight bearing [28]. Treadmill walking may begin at week 12 for 5-10 minutes, adding 5 minutes per session as tolerated. Body weight should be used as for resistance when beginning endurance-building exercises. Free or machine weighted muscle strength exercises may begin at month 4 if the patient is capable of proper technique. Running may also begin in a staged manner, followed by agility training, and sports and performance activities should not be started until 6 to 9 months post-op [3].

Patellofemoral Lesions:
The angle at which the chondral lesion comes into contact with the patella or trochlear groove during active knee flexion must be noted at the time of surgery [3]. During rehabilitation extra care is required to prevent this compression from occurring [16]. Similar to femoral condylar lesions, CPM is started immediately after surgery and should range from 0-50 degrees with the same timeframe outline. A knee brace set at 0-20 degrees must be worn at all times for the first 8 weeks when not using CPM. Of note, weight bearing is allowed as tolerated as long as lesion compression is avoided, and this angle is also avoided during the strength-training phase of rehabilitation. Otherwise, the remainder of the rehabilitation program is similar to that outlined previously for femoral condylar lesions.

Outcomes
Outcomes following microfracture for articular cartilage lesions of the knee have produced variable results. There are both patient-specific and injury specific factors which may influence the success of treatment. Multiple studies have demonstrated poor outcomes in older patients with large chondral lesions and a high BMI [17, 30, 31, 32]. Alternatively, Asik et al.[32] demonstrated significantly improved outcomes following microfracture in patients <35 years of age with full-thickness cartilage lesions <2 cm² and BMI lower than 25kg/m². Similarly, Bae et al.[31] demonstrated that survival from future TKA was improved in lesions <2 cm² and Weber et al.[30] demonstrated that patients with a BMI >30 kg/m² had worse clinical outcomes. The differences in outcomes amongst various patient characteristics may be attributed to the volume of repair tissue observed following microfracture. A systematic review by de Windt et al.[33] reported that more infill of the cartilage defect (higher volume of repair tissue) following microfracture to be correlated with improved clinical results. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that a BMI >30 kg/m² and patient age > 40 years are both correlated with decreased infill volume [26, 34]. Although the data is limited, anatomic location of the lesion has also been reported to affect microfracture outcomes. A prospective study by Kreuz et al.[35] reported patients with a femoral condyle lesion to have significantly greater outcomes when compared with patients treated for a chondral lesion of the trochlea, tibia, and patella. Another study by de Windt et al.[36] demonstrated lateral femoral condylar defects to have worse outcomes than medial femoral condylar defects. Age of the chondral lesion should also be considered as older defects, such as those present for >18 months, have demonstrated worse outcomes [34, 36]. Clinical outcomes following microfracture of the knee have demonstrated very promising results at short-term follow-up, yet long-term studies have not revealed nearly as positive results. A systematic review by Mithofer et al.[19], which included 28 studies and 3122 patients, demonstrated short-term (≤ 24 months) clinical improvement in 75-100% of patients following microfracture of the knee. Conversely, at long-term follow-up (>24 months), clinical improvement was seen in 67-87% of patients and 47-80% demonstrated functional deterioration. Similarly, in a long-term outcomes study, Solheim et al.[37] reported significant improvement in Lysholm scores at 12 months follow-up when compared to baseline. However, at a median 5 years, median 10 years, and minimum 15 years follow-up the Lysholm scores had successively declined. The rate of return to sport following microfracture of the knee has also varied among studies, but is generally
favorable in the short-term. A 2017 meta-analysis by Krych et al. [38] reported a return to sport in 45-80% of patients at an average of 9.1 months following surgery for cartilage injuries of the knee. However, similar to the trend observed in outcome scores, a decline in sports activity level may be observed over time [39].

**Chondral Grafting**

As a result of the desire to improve patient outcomes and orthopedic practice, novel cartilage restoration techniques such as osteochondral autograft transplantation (OAT), osteochondral allograft transplantation (OCA), autologous chondrocyte implantation (ACI), and matrix-induced chondrocyte implantation (MACI) have been more recently developed. Long-term outcomes with comparison to microfracture have resulted in a shift away from utilizing the microfracture technique in many circumstances; however, a definitive conclusion on the optimal cartilage restoration technique remains. When comparing mosaicplasty to microfracture, a 2018 study by Solheim et al. [37] reported mosaicplasty to demonstrate superior clinical outcomes at short, medium, and long-term follow-up. A 2017 meta-analysis by Ribo et al. [44] comparing several surgical treatments for chondral defects of the knee demonstrated similar functional outcomes and re-operation rates at two years for both microfracture and advanced repair techniques. However, advanced repair techniques such as OAT, ACI, and MACI resulted in higher-quality repair tissue which may improve outcomes and lower re-operation rates in the long-term. Similarly, a systematic review by Devitt et al. [45] demonstrated microfracture as equivalent or inferior to OAT, MACI, and ACI, yet never superior.

When evaluating return to sport, a prospective, randomized level 1 study by Gudas et al. [46] comparing mosaicplasty to microfracture in athletes reported the OAT technique to have a higher rate of return to maintenance of sports at the preinjury level when compared to microfracture. In regards to histologic outcomes, a meta-analysis evaluating various treatments of knee chondral lesions by DiBartola et al. [47] reported microfracture to be inferior compared to other techniques, such as OATS and ACI. While the repair tissue after microfracture was primarily fibrocartilage, repair tissue following OAT contained a larger amount of type II (hyaline) cartilage. Although the amount of fibrocartilage increased over time following microfracture, no improvement in tissue quality was observed. Alternatively, an increase in hyaline-like tissue was observed over time as tissue maturation progressed following ACI.

**Debridement**

Debridement of articular cartilage defects has also been well documented and studied over the years, although studies comparing the outcomes of debridement and microfracture are more limited. In a 2018 prospective study, Ulstein et al. [48] reported on 368 patients who underwent microfracture, debridement, or no concomitant procedure for full-thickness articular cartilage damage at the time of primary anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction (ACLR). Their study demonstrated no significant difference in KOOS scores at 5-year follow-up between the debridement-ACLR, microfracture ACLR, and cartilage lesions left untreated at the time of ACLR. Similarly, Gudas et al. [49] reported no significant difference in outcomes between cohorts who underwent microfracture-ACLR and debridement-ACLR. However, significantly improved IKDC scores were observed in the OAT-ACLR group versus microfracture or debridement at 3-year follow-up. Due to study results such as those mentioned above, many clinicians have the strong opinion that there is no indication for microfracture of isolated articular cartilage lesions as debridement provides similar results [50].

**Complications**

Complications due to microfracture are rare due in large part to the technical simplicity and minimally invasive approach of the procedure. A 2019 study investigating complication rates following treatment of chondral lesions of the knee found a complication rate of 1.5% following microfracture [51]. Potential complications of microfracture include fracture of subchondral bridges, bony or hypertrophic overgrowth, or incomplete microfracture with limited influx of marrow elements [20]. As previously mentioned, it is important to avoid excessive debridement of the subchondral bone plate, as this may later result in fragmentation or delamination of the fibrocartilage-subchondral bone junction [27]. When comparing microfracture, OAT, OCA, and ACI, no statistically significant difference in overall complication rates has been reported [51].
The microfracture procedure has been offered for many years as a simple and minimally invasive technique for treatment of isolated chondral defects of the knee. Identifying patients who are suitable for treatment is difficult and requires careful selection. Younger patients (<35 years of age) with smaller lesions (<2 cm²) who are non-obese have demonstrated the most improvement following microfracture, especially in the short-term (<24 months). However, long-term outcomes are less favorable and novel cartilage restoration techniques such as chondral grafting or chondrocyte implantation have been developed. As result, the focus of current research is centered on comparing these advanced cartilage restoration techniques with microfracture to determine which procedures offer superior long-term results. Ultimately, the orthopedist’s goal has not changed since original implementation of the microfracture procedure: to offer patients full-thickness isolate chondral defects the best available treatment in effort to preserve knee function and biomechanics long-term.
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